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‘This I invention‘ relates to a temporary 
binder. " I ' ~ ' 

An object of the invention is to provide a 
temporary‘ binder which vmay be 'inexpene 

.;5 sively manufactured and which will be e?i 
cient-I and‘ practical in operation; 
;I A more speci?c object is to provide a binder 
including snap.’ acting ring shaped members 
for holding the sheets in'the binder, and in 

.10 which all of the'parts are of simple, and 
inexpensive design capable of being 
and cheaplyima'nufactured. ' I ‘ 

Other objects and aims of theinvention, 
more or less speci?c than thosereferred to 
above,iwill be in part‘obvious and in part 
pointedout in the course of the following 

I description of the elements, combinations, 
' arrangements of parts and applications of 
principles 'constituting'the ‘invention; vand 
the scope of protection contemplated will b 
indicated in the appended. claims. ‘ 
= In. the accompanying drawings which are 
to be taken'as a part of this specification, 

easily 

and in which I have shown merelya preferred I 
form of embodiment, of the invention :— 

Fig. 1 is'a' longitudinal sectional view 
through a binder constructed in accordance 
with this invention, a section being taken sub: 
stantially uponthe plane ‘of line I——I of 
Fig. '2; i ' ‘ r . ' 

~ ' Fig. ‘2 is'a top planview ofthe structure 
seeninFig.1.I _ 1' 1 f 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged transverse sectional 
view taken upon the plane of line III~~III 

‘ L f- of Fig. 2. l ' 
Fig. 4 is a similarly enlarged view taken 

upon the plane of line IV——IV of Fig. 2. ' 
@Fig. 5 is a view similar to'a portion of Fig. 

construction. . ~ ‘ , ~ . 

‘ Fig.6 is a view‘similar to Fig. 5Ibut illus 
trating. a further modi?ed construction, and 
" Fig. '7 is :a vsectional-view taken upon the 
plane of line VII——VII of Fig. 6. r 

' 3 Fig. -8 is a sectional view similar to the 
lowerportion of Fig. él but illustrating a fur 
thei- modi?ed construction, and , ' , 

‘ Fig.9~ isa-sectional view takenupon ‘the 
' plane of line IXHIX of Fig. 5. I ~_ I 

‘ Referring ' to‘ the drawings for. describing 

2‘ but illustrating a slightly modi?ed'form of . 

in detail the structure illustrated therein, the 
reference character L indicates what may be 
termed the back or binder portion of a book, 
said back preferably carrying at its opposite 
sides the usual hinged'covers 1 and 2. . 
The covers 1 and 2‘ may be parts of a single 

continuous piece of ?bre board if desired, in 
which instance the intermediate portion of 
said PIECE‘ of ?bre board will extend across 
and comprise,or form, the back ‘or binder “Y 
portion L. , ' ' ~ 

The binder portion is preferably provided 
with depressions or seats as 8 adjacent its 
opposite ends for receiving the sheet retain 
.ers Gr therein, and these seats are covered by 
spring metal plates H which have openings 
as 4 through which portions of the sheet re~ 
tainers G movably extend. “ ' ' 

These parts at opposite ends of the back 
are of, identical‘construction and a detailed 
description of one‘ will‘ apply to both as 
follows: Y ‘ 

The sheet retainer consistsof two separate 
members as Band 6.‘ These have stempor 
tions as and 8 lying parallel to each other 
and ring portions as 9 and 10 continuing lat 
erally. in opposite directions from one'end of 
the stem portions and being curved around 

.3 0 
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so that when their outer ends are'together. as I 
in Fig. 4 they will'complete a circle within 
which the sheetsas 11 may be retained in a 
manner well known to this general type of 
binder, it being understood that the sheets 
are provided with the customary apertures 
as 12 therein for looselyreceiving the ring 
shaped members 9 and 10 therethrough. I r 

' The depression, or seat 3 in the back is so 
arranged and‘proportioned with respect to 
the stems 7 and Sand withrespect to the plate 
H that the walls .of said seat co-operatewith 
the under-surface of the plate to provide a 
snug hearing within which the stems are 
capable, of rotatingyunder friction whenever 
the ring shaped portions 9 and 10 are man 
ually swung between the positions Figs.’ 3 
and 4. The spring plate exerts a continual 
pressure against the ‘stems holdingthestems 
in turn ressed against the bottom and side 
walls 0 ‘the seat so that'thestemsare fricf 
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tionally retained against any ?abby loose 
ness in their operation. . ' 

As illustratedin Fig. 4 it is suggestedthat 
the stems may have interengaging toothed 
portions as 13 and 14 for insuring simul 
taneous movement of both ring .members 
whenever one is operated. 

It is further suggested, as seen particu-\ 
larly in Fig. 3, that if desired the stems. may 
be provided with projections or other suit 
able formations as 15 co-operative with parts 
as 16 provided upon the spring plate to serve 
as snap acting means to yieldingly hold the 
ring members in either-of. their; extreme posi 
tions. ' ‘ 

In assembling these parts it is simply 
‘necessary to lay the stems of the sheet re 
tainers in the seat‘ 3 with the parts 13. and 
let‘ inlproper- engagement, then apply the 
spring plate in position over theseat with 
the ring shaped" extensions 9"and 10'project 

’ ing through the openings 4 of the plate, and 

25 

?nally. fasten the‘ plate as by means of the 
rivets or other fasteningv devices 17 illus 
trated, it'ibeing noted! that the devices 17 are 
removed from ‘the region of ‘the stems so 
that the portion of theplate engaging the 

‘ stems is permitted a suitable degree of spring 
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?exing movementto accomplish the pur 
poses above referred to; . - ' 

The position ofthe ring-shaped. extensions 
9- and: 10 extending: through. the‘ openings 4 
of the plate will prevent any longitudinal. 
displacement of. the‘ stem portions, the open 
ings: 4 being. of course suitably elongated 
however to permit unobstructed swinging 
movement of the extensions between the 
positions Figs;3and4.. ' . q ~ 

> ‘The abutting tree ends of the ring-shaped 
extensions 9' and 10 may if desired be pro 
vided with co-operative snap latching ele 

‘ ments adapted to-interengage with eachother 

45 

for holdingsaid ends together, and the draw 
ing ‘therefore suggests that the member 9 
maybe ‘provided with; a: headed extension 18 

' for engagement within a spring socket 1-9 
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of the member .150, said. parts constituting 
a; latch of thetypecommonly known;as_“glove 
f-astener’f. - " ' f _ 

r'l‘he spring- plates H—H are preferably set 
into shallow depressions20 provided in the 
back so- that the upper surface. of- the back 
will be smooth. and unobstructed throughout. 

the modi?cationFig. 5» the structure is 
identicalwith that already described except 
that the toothed engagment betweenthe stems 
of the sheet. retainers is omitted and said 
stems are separated from‘ each other and held 
in separateseats so that. the two ring shaped 
members are. capable of independent move 
ment with respect toleach other, as illustrated 
in Fig; 9; . ~ 

‘ Inthe modi?cation-Figs. 6 and 7 the struc 
ture is‘ again the same- except that‘ here each 
sheet retainer consists of only‘ a- single1 ring. 

1,816,021 

shaped member. The stem as 21 ofthis re~ 
tainer is received within a seat or depression 
22 provided in the back and is held therein 
under friction by the spring plate H as 
heretofore. (Jo-operative parts as 15 and 16 
are provided between the stem and the plate 
for holding the stem in its opposite extreme 
positions. The outerend of'the ring. shaped 
extension 23 of this retainer is intended to 
move into‘ and out of an opening as 24 pro 
vided‘ through the plate H at a point removed 
from the stem, and if desired said end of 
the extension may be arranged to rub fric 
tionally againstthe wall of said opening and 
be provided with a notch 25 therein Jfor yield 
ingly interlocking with: said. plate" in the 
manner as clearly seen in Fig. 7 thus tov a?or'd 
a more permanent means of. holding the sheet 
retainer'against accidental movement tosheet 
releasing position. The ring. shaped exten 
sion 23 will of course be su?icientlyresilient 
to permit its yielding engagement withthe 
plate to accomplish this result. . 
By reference to the illustration Fig‘. 8 it will 

be seen that the depressionror seat. 3 for re 
ceiving the stems’? and 8 and the ring shaped 
portions 9 and lOlmay if desired consist of a 
hole as'26'of‘appropriateshapeextending. en~ 
tirely through a separateback or ?ller mem 
ber as 27 which is fitted into;: a main. back 
or hinder portion L, said binder portion be 
ing in this case shaped to provide: a channel 
as 28 throughout itslength of a sizetosnugly 
receive and? hold the: ?ller 27 substan 
tially the manner as shown» and described 
more fully," in myv pending‘ application 
Serial; No. 272,578, ?led April 25th,. 1928. 
The filler 27 may vbe cemented, riveted, or 
otherwise held‘ in a. substantially rigid posi 
tion within thechannel 28, andv the upper flat 
surface- portions of the binder L. underlying 
the/ holes 26 will of course constitutesbot 
tom walls for closing the lower ends of'the 
holes 26 thereby constituting them¢as1 seats 
for proper co-operative action with thestems 
and? ring shaped portionsin the samemanner 
as-above described with respect to: previous 
?gures. ' ' . . . ‘ ‘ ' 

A ‘separate ?ller as 27 acts. as a're-inforc 
ing~ element for the binder portionL and at 
thesametime enables the outer surface ofsaid 
binder portion to-be made perfectly smooth 
and» ‘uniform throughout. its extent. The 
metal plates H may be riveted toathe ?ller 27, 
thus even avoiding appearance of the rivet 
‘heads exteriorly of the binder L if desired, 
and furthermore it is considerably’ cheaper 
to manufacture the separate fillers 22,. with 
holes 26 punched completely therethrough 
and then attach these ?l'lerswithin the binder 
than to perform the special pressingopera 
tions upon the large sheet of ?bre-board ‘of 
which the binder is a part necessary: toz'pro 
vide the pressed seats directl'yin the binder. 

, In the-modi?cation Fig. 5‘ the stems 7. and 
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8 are of course received‘in separate seats 
provided in the back, and obviously such 
seats, ‘or seats as 22 and 29 of the structure 
Figs. 6 and 7, may be provided in separate 
?ller pieces as 27 if desired. . 

It will be understood of course that the 
plate H appearing in this ?gure is or" springy 
character always exerting a’ spring pressure 
against the stems of the sheet retainers, and 
that the plate and saidstems may be provided 
.with projections or other suitable forms ‘as 15 
and 16 above described for producing snap 
actingmovement of the sheet retainers in 
the same manner as recited with reference 
to the previous ?gures. 
As many changes could be made in this 

construction without departing from the 
scope of the invention as de?ned in the fol— 
lowing claims, it is intended that all matter 
contained in the above description, or shown 
in the accompanying drawings, shall be in 
terpreted as illustrative only and not in a lim~ 

, iting sense. 
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Having thus described my invention, what 
I claim as new and desire to secure by Let 
ters Patent is :— ~ 

1. A temporary binder comprising a back 
having a seat therein, a sheet retainer having 
parts movable within said seat, and a spring 
member carried by ‘the back in engagement 
with said parts of the retainer to exert fric 
tion against said parts and retain said parts 
within said seat. . 

2. A temporary binder comprising a back 
having a seat therein, a sheet retainer hav 
ing parts movable within said seat, and a 
spring member carried by the back in en 
gagement with said partsof the retainer 
to exert friction against said parts and re 
tain said parts within said seat, together with 
means formed partly upon said plate and 
partly upon said retainer to produce snap 
acting movement ofthe parts of the retainer. 

3. A temporary binder comprising a back 
having a seat therein, a sheet retainer having 
parallel stem portions intended to rotate 
about their respective longitudinal axes with 
in saidlseat, a closure for the seatco-opera 
tive with the walls of the seat to provide a 
snug bearing for said stems, and snap act 
ing means to ‘hold the stems yieldingly 
against rotary movement. ‘ , 

4. A temporary binder comprising a back 
having a seat therein, a sheet retainer having 
parallel stem portions intended to rotate 
about their respective longitudinalaxes with 
in said seat, a closure for the seat co-operative 
with the walls of the seat to provide a snug 
bearing for said stems, said closure compris 
ing a spring plate arranged to exert a continu 
ous spring pressure against said stems, and 
said plate having openings therethrough 
through which portions of said retainer ex 
tend. ~ 

5. A temporary binder comprising a back 
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having a seat therein, a sheet retainer coin 
prising a member having a stem portion and 
a ring shaped portion, the stem portion being 
arranged within said seat intended to‘rotate 
therein about the longitudinal axis of said ‘ 
stem’ portion, a spring plate attached‘to the 
back exerting a continuous spring pressure 
against said stem portion and having an open 
ing through which the ring shaped portion 
extends, and said spring plateand said stem 
portion each‘ having a projection thereon, said 
projections being co-opera-tive with each other 
to provide snap acting movement of the sheet 
retainer. 

6. A temporary binder comprising a back 
having a seat therein, a sheet retainer com 
prising a pair of ring-shaped members hav 
ing parallelly disposed stem portions ar 
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ranged torotate about their respective longi- I 
tudinal. axes within said seat to ‘therebyien 
able the ends of the ring-shaped portions to 
swing into and out of engagement with each 
other, a member carried by the back engaging 
said stems to produce snap acting movement 
of said stems from one rotary position to 
another, and means providing an interlatch 
ing engagement of the ends of said ring 
shaped portions with each other when said 
ends are moved toward each other. 

7 . A temporary binder comprising a back, 
covers pivotally connected at opposite longi 
tudinal edges of said back, a separately 
formed member overlying the inner surface 
of said back substantially co-extensive there 
with and rigidly connected with the back,' 
said separate member having holes cut ex 
posing parts of the back therethrough so that 
the walls of said holes and the exposed por 
tions of the back constitute seats adapted to 
pivotally receive parts of a sheet retainer 
therein, a sheet retainer having parts pivot 
ally mounted within said seats, and a spring 
member carried by said separate member in 
engagement with the mentioned parts of the 
sheet retainer to exert ‘friction against said 
parts and retain said part-s within said seats. 

8. A temporary binder comprising a back 
having a seat therein, a sheet retainer having 
parallel stem portions intended to rotate 
about their respective longitudinal axes with 
in said seat, a closure for the seat co~operative 
with the walls of the seat to provide a snug 
bearing for said stems, and means providing 
interconnection between said stems to insure 
simultaneous movement thereof and said clo 
sure being resilient and having a portion en 
gaging at least one of said stems to produce 
snap action of said stem from one position to 
another. 

9. A temporary binder comprising a back 
having a seat therein, a sheet retainer com 
prising a member having a stem portion and 
a ring shaped portion, the stem portion being 
arranged within said seat intended to ro 
tate therein about the longitudinal axis of 
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said stem'portion, and a spring plate attached 7 

"in 

21'1) 

15 

toithe back exerting a continuous’ spring 
pressure against said stem portion and having 
any ‘opening through which one part of the 
ring s'hapedportion 1noves,>said plate having 
a second openinginto and out of Which an end 
part of the ring shaped portion moves. 

10-. A temporary hinder comprising a back 
having ,a seat thereini a sheet retainer com 
prising a memberhaving a stem portion and 
a ring shaped portion, the stem portion being 
arranged Withinsaidseat intended to rotate 
therein about thelongitudinal aX-isof said stem 
portion, and’ a spring plate attached to the 
‘back exerting. a continuous spring pressure 
against said stem portion and having an open 
ing through which one part of the ring shaped’ 
portion ‘moves, said plate having a second 
opening into and out of which an end part 
ofthe ring shaped portion moves, together 
withnieans comprised in said plate and ring 
shaped portion co-operative to provideoan 
interlock between said plate‘ and said men 
tioned end portion. ' 

V Intestimony whereof I a?iX my signature 
in the presence oftWo Witnesses.’ > 

MAX MEYERSON. 
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